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Abstract

In this demonstration, we present a distributed system whose purpose is to monitor P2P systems. Our
system, called P2P Monitor (P2PM for short), is itself
a P2P system. So, two P2P systems coexist: the monitored one (possibly several monitored systems) and the
monitor (namely P2PM). Clearly, the same machine
may participate in both kinds of P2P networks.

Observing highly dynamic Peer-to-Peer systems is
essential for many applications such as fault management or business processing. We demonstrate
P2PMonitor, a P2P system for monitoring such systems. Alerters deployed on the monitored peers are designed to detect particular kinds of local events. They
generate streams of XML data that form the primary
sources of information for P2PMonitor. The core of
the system is composed of processing components implementing the operators of an algebra over data streams.
From a user viewpoint, monitoring a P2P system
can be as simple as querying an XML document. The
document is an ActiveXML document that aggregates
a (possibly very large) number of streams generated by
alerters on the monitored peers. Behind the scene,
P2PMonitor compiles the monitoring query into a distributed monitoring plan, deploys alerters and stream
algebra processors and issues notifications that are sent
to users.
The system functionalities are demonstrated by simulating the supply chain of a large company.
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We assume here that the monitored systems are willing to cooperate by accepting to run locally software
modules, called alerters. Alerters are dedicated to the
different kinds of events one wants to detect. They
produce some information that is represented as XML
data streams. The processing of these streams is performed by operators of an algebra over XML streams
derived from the one presented in [4]. The operators
of the algebra, called stream processors, are distributed
over the peers of the monitoring system. Their results
are also XML streams. Each stream is physically implemented as a continuous service that produces a sequence of asynchronous messages from a sender to a
set of receivers. A stream at one peer is available to
other peers as a channel to which they can subscribe.
The core of monitoring in P2PM is performed by
processing queries over active documents. An (ActiveXML [6]) active document is a tree document with
some special nodes representing functions. Such a function, once activated, causes the document to subscribe
to an XML stream, so to receive a flow of XML data.
Each time a new element appears on a stream, one
copy of it is received by the active document, which
integrates it as a sibling of the function node. An example of an active document is provided in Section 3,
Figure 6. (Function nodes are marked with ”!”). Now
consider a query over an active document. For now,
the system supports monotone queries, i.e. appending
data to the document possibly implicates new data in
the output of the query, without dropping old data.
So, each new piece of information on an input stream
possibly generates a new result for the query. Thus
a query also produces an XML stream. Using an incremental algorithm, these queries are processed very

Introduction

Peer-to-peer systems gained popularity over the last
decade by providing support for community content
sharing and for loosely coupled distributed applications. A P2P system is a highly dynamic environment
with participants acting independently by exchanging
information and updating their data. In practice, it is
difficult to observe this type of systems and to gather
information about their functioning. Observation turns
out to be essential in many contexts, e.g., error management, statistics gathering, workflow control, Web
surveillance.
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for $order in channel(gOs@localhost)
where $order//status ="NotAv"
return
<alert type="stock">{$order//orderId}</alert>
by publish as channel "blockedOrders"

efficiently. In particular, a sophisticate form of garbage
collection allows removing no more relevant data from
active documents and unsubscribing to streams whose
data could not impact the query output in the future.
By using active documents, a user is able to specify in a simple way, e.g. with an XQuery query, some
complex monitoring, since an active document possibly
aggregates dozens or hundreds of streams coming from
many different peers. Moreover, these streams may be
specified intentionally (e.g., as the result of some query
evaluated on a different peer, whose result evolves over
time). The system compiles a query into a monitoring plan using subscriptions (in the P2PML language).
These P2PML subscriptions trigger the deployment of
alerters and stream processors across different peers.
Resulting streams are published by a publisher based
on the user’s demands as continuous services (channels
to which other peers may subscribe), RSS feeds, emails,
Web pages or stored in XML databases maintained by
the monitoring system. Of course, it is also possible
for a user to specify a subscription directly in P2PML.

Figure 1. A simple P2PML subscription

Figure 2. Stream Processing Subsystem

Related Work As far as we know, the processing of continuous queries over active documents (with
streams) is a new topic. Previous works over active
documents mostly considered non-stream functions:
functions that, for each call, return an answer and terminate [6]. Most notably, query processing on active
documents (with non-stream functions) is considered in
[3]. To some extend, our work may be viewed as the incremental maintenance of the problem they study. The
domain of stream processing has recently been very active. For instance, STREAM [12] executes continuous
queries over multiple data streams and uses an SQLlike subscription language. Aurora [2], a centralized
system and its distributed successor Borealis [1] are
also stream processing engines. The StreamGlobe [11]
P2P system is specialized in efficiently querying data
streams represented in XML using XQuery.
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The monitoring system

Consider the P2PML subscription in Figure 1. Observe that the language is similar to XQuery. Main
syntactic differences are the use of the keyword channel and of the publish clause. The first one designates
the data stream sources, whereas the second specifies
what to do with the resulting stream.
A simplified model of the stream processing architecture of P2PM is presented in Figure 2. A peer may
host one or more alerters, stream processors and publishers. Besides such components that produce and
process streams, a peer may host a subscription manager that is in charge of managing subscriptions, and in
particular of supporting a subscription catalogue. Any
peer may decide to reuse the stream of results of an
existing subscription or to issue a new one. In case
of a new subscription, the subscription manager is in
charge of detecting (in a “Bits-and-pieces” catalogue)
which parts of that subscription are already supported
somewhere, and based on that, generates a monitoring
algebraic plan for the new subscription and deploys it.
In particular, the subscription manager is in charge of
optimizing the algebraic plans, e.g. by pushing processing close to the data sources.
P2PM already supports the surveillance of various systems as described next. An WS Alerter intercepts inbound-outbound Web service calls and produces alerts including the SOAP envelopes expended

Demonstration We demonstrate our system by
monitoring a simulator of a distributed business process described in [10] and summarized in Section 3 of
this paper. We show how to provide a distributed
supervisor capable of monitoring and regulating the
business process. We also show the simplicity of use
of such a system as well as inherent properties of our
distributed monitoring system: efficiency in terms of
load balancing on peers, transparency for the user (the
system is the one deciding where to place operators),
savings on network bandwidth by pushing filters closer
to the sources, savings on storage and on CPU due to
incremental query evaluation.
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Figure 3. Query Processing Subsystem

Figure 4. Graphical user interface snapshot

with annotations such as timestamps and caller/called
entities’ identifiers (DNS/IP). An ActiveXML Alerter
detects updates to the ActiveXML peer repository. A
WebPage Alerter detects changes in XML or XHTML
pages by comparing their snapshots. The alert may
provide (if desired) the delta between the two pages.
(This alerter uses an auxiliary Web crawler for the
surveillance of collections of Web pages.) An RSS
Alerter detects changes in an RSS feed by comparing
snapshots. With RSS, the alerts have more semantics
than with arbitrary XML pages: e.g., add entry, remove entry and modify entry.
The streams generated by these alerters are processed by algebraic stream processors that operate on
one or more input XML streams (local or not) and
produce output XML streams. Web services are used
for communications between peers. Some operators are
memory-less, e.g., filter or fusion. Others require information about (a window of) the stream history, e.g.,
join, aggregation, duplicate elimination. This history
information is stored in an eXist [8] XML database.
Operators such as join may use some application dependent function, e.g. a similarity function.
To be able to support heavy streams, an essential
aspect of the work is performance. In particular, we
filter streams by combining two kinds of filters. Some
simple queries can be performed on-line basically at the
speed of receiving this stream using some automata in
the spirit of [7]. For more complex queries or when the
streams return active documents, we can use the query
processor over active documents already described in
introduction and illustrated in Figure 3.
P2PM has been implemented in Java as a Web application using support of Axis2 Web services engine
[5]. It uses JavaCC [9] for generating P2PML parsers.
An applet-based GUI (see a fragment of a snapshot
in Figure 4) allows visualizing in real-time the de-

ployed subscriptions on a peer and the state of the
deployed stream processors at the level of a peer: how
they are interconnected, the received/generated data
on streams etc. The GUI also allows specifying new
subscriptions in P2PML and placing queries on ActiveXML documents.
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Demonstration

We demonstrate the system with a distributed application simulating the supply chain of a computer
manufacturer, namely Dell, as described in [10] and illustrated in Figure 5. The manufacturing system processes continuous flows of orders and has to cope with
issues such as distant suppliers. The main modules are
as follows. WWW interface is the Web site, in charge of
processing forms completed by customers and of generating orders to the dispatcher. For a given order,
Dispatch selects a plant close to the customer to delegate order processing. Each Plant processes an order
upward, by forwarding orders for different parts to the
relevant revolvers. It processes an order downward, by
combining the parts that are received into objects (e.g.
computers) that are then physically sent to the customers. Revolver (or warehouse) is a platform acting
as a buffer between suppliers and Dell’s plants, performing flow desynchronization; it works in a predictive mode based on statistical information maintained
by the supervisor (our monitoring system). Supplier
corresponds to Dell’s suppliers. They rarely ship components in large quantities to revolvers, so there is an
issue of stock management. Finally, Bank is a third
party in charge of checking the validity of credit card
payments.
The monitoring system is in charge of the surveillance of the entire process. A large number of plants,
revolvers as well as banks are involved in the process.
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Figure 6. An active document with streams
Figure 5. Architecture of the example

join of these streams is finally done at the supervisor.
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